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would be a compromise, a democratic one. Under it the democratic
coalition might have done useful work in normal times, But the
times were not normal; for four months after the Assembly met
Germany was still officially at war.
She was indeed actually so because., in anticipation of the
treaty, the Poles had annexed considerable portions of German
territory. The Allies justified the Polish revolution and ordered
the evacuation of the territories under dispute* By the armistice
terms Germany had, of course, no army at all, but a certain
degree of laxity was permitted both as regards demobilization and
the furnishing of organized units to support the government;
the Allies too have their share in the bloodguiltiness which ended
the German revolution. The laxity was abused; it could not help
being abused. As "order" was restored in each state, irregular
state forces had been formed which were a useful adjunct to the
regulars. In Bavaria in particular, where after Eisner's murder
revolution had run its gamut through a Left Socialist and then a
Bolshevik revolution, with its attendant horrors, a whole series of
irregular bands had been formed which co-operated with govern-
ment troops in a regular blood-bath which, as is characteristic,
had wiped out the horrors of a Red terror in the greater horrors
of a White. To the irregulars could now be left the maintenance
of order. The regular formations—or formations more or less
organized by government order—were gradually concentrated
towards the threatened eastern marches. General headquarters
had gone eastwards and regular military preparations were being
made for resistance to the Poles. The matter of the eastern frontier
was a national matter; it could not be a matter of indifference to
patriotic Germans that old historic territory was being seized by
an inferior race which they honestly believed was—as was very
near the truth—within an ace of falling under Bolshevism and
was at any rate entirely incapable of keeping the Russians out of
Western Europe. When General Hoffmann spoke of the German
army as the bulwark between Moscow and the Allied armies on
the Rhine, he spoke with conviction and was very close to an
accurate description of the military situation. Not only to him but
to very many Germans and not a few foreigners the irregular

